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SOUTH ISLAND GERMAN SHEPHERD LEAGUE
GENERAL INFORMATION
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS: (including newsletter)
Subscriptions due 31st March each year
New Single membership:
$45.00
New Double/Family Membership:
$50.00

TRAINING:

Renewal: $40.00
Renewal: $45.00

Breed Presentation
Obedience,
Agility

TRAINING:

Canterbury Agricultural Park, Wigram Road

MONDAYS 7pm in the RDA BUILDING
Sundays 10.00am At Sigsl clubrooms
Contact Blue Gardiner for further information Ph 03 344 0390

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING RATES

STUD DOG DIRECTORY: $5.00 per year
BREEDERS DIRECTORY: $5.00 per year
CLUB MEMBERS:
Quarter Page:
$25.00 per year
Half Page:
$50.00 per year
Litter and Vale Notices Free to club members
COMMERCIAL:
Quarter Page:
Half Page:

$50.00 per year
$100.00 per year

NOTE
ALL FEES MUST ACCOMPANY THE ADVERTISEMENTS OR FOR
DIRECTORIES SHOULD BE INCLUDED WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
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EDITORIAL

Hello members,
Sorry about the long space in between newsletters but I am sure you will agree this
edition is well worth the wait, as it is filled with information and news of the club.
The AGM was held recently and with it came many new members onto the committee
and it is great to have fresh faces and new ideas and lots of energy and enthusiasm, of
course also there are still the longer serving experienced committee members who have
worked very hard over the years and it is great that they continue to guide the newbies.
In this newsletter you will see that one of our fundraising ideas is to have a quiz night,
which should be fun because I know there are a few people out there who know
absolutely EVERYTHING so that should make for an easy win for them.
There are other great ideas in the pipeline too and some of them you can read about
further on and some of them you will just have to wait and see.
RIBBON PARADE – it’s been a wee while since we have had one of these so to make up
for that we are going to do a double banger 2 in 1 – yes exciting isn’t it – so get your
dogs out and be there. A great opportunity to get some practice in before the Invercargill
show.
We have recently purchased a new agility tunnel – I was told that the old one that we
have been using is probably about 20 years old so it was certainly time for an upgrade.
Don’t forget our sponsors Pets pit stop for lots and lots of your pet needs and also
Eukanuba for all your dog’s dietary needs.
This is the first newsletter some of you will have received via email and I’m sure you will
agree it is nice to see some colour in it and of a size that is easy to read. If you are not
receiving it via email and would like to then please let me know.
Enjoy reading and as always let me know what you think and/or what you would like to
see.
Jane (Editor)

"We give dogs time we can spare, space we can spare, and love we can spare. And
in return, dogs give us their all. It's the best deal man has ever made."
Author: M. Acklam
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VICE PRESIDENTS PEN

SIGSL President’s Report July 2012
The AGM is now behind us. Thank you to all those club members who came along and
congratulations to the winners of the annual awards. Thanks also to the outgoing
committee for arranging supper afterwards.
This year sees several new committee members but following on from our first meeting
there is a lot of enthusiasm and jobs have been distributed in a way which I hope utilises
skills of individuals to the maximum. Many of you may not be aware but it is essential
for all office bearers of the club to be members of NZKC so for those new people taking
on these positions there is a commitment to join the Kennel Club and I thank them for
that. The only requirement of other committee members is to be a member of SIGSL.
A ribbon parade is being run in August and notices for that will be sent out soon to
members. While these are official NZKC events, it is not necessary for dogs to be NZKC
registered, nor do the owners have to be NZKC members. Neutered and spayed dogs and
bitches can be shown and long coats alongside normal coats. Dogs that have attained the
title of breed champion cannot be shown at the parade but they can compete against each
other in a Champions stakes class. There will also be other stakes classes and we hope
something for everyone that weekend. I personally cannot be there on the day but I hope
that all of you that do go along have a great time.
The end of year shows in 2012 are the November 10th and 11th and we have Fran Farley
and Ian Urie judging. We have been allocated one Championship show and one Open
show. There have been several litters born over the past few months so we hope to see
some babies and puppies coming through at these shows.
Show catering has gone well this year led by Jane and a team of volunteers. She tells me
it is a continuous learning curve judging just how much in both quantity and variety is
needed to ensure that not only is the venture profitable but also that we do not have food
to dispose of at the end of the weekend.
Training continues on Monday nights in RDA and it is pleasing to see good use of the
facility not only by SIGSL but also by some all breed obedience competitors. I hope it is
inspiring for those members just starting out training their dog watching some of these
people working their dogs through the various exercises.
Plans for the next National are moving ahead and I hope there will be confirmation of a
Breed Judge within the next couple of months. We will arrange to have new information
put on the SIGSL website as it becomes available.
Committee is exploring various avenues for fundraising and grants to cover costs at
shows. There is expertise amongst committee at writing these applications which will
hopefully give us some advantage when our requests are evaluated.
Liz Wilkinson
SIGSL President
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The committee would like to extend a warm welcome to the following new
members –
Tony Jarvis, Steven and Christine Collins

SPONSORS
We would like to acknowledge and thank our regular club sponsors

ONLINE SALES: www.petspitstop.co.nz
Email us on sales@petspitstop.co.nz or Ph: 365 2961 - Cell: 0274 793736.
Pets Pit Stop
171C Wordsworth St
Sydenham
Christchurch 8023
Telephone: 03 3652961
Fax: 03 3652961
AND

AND

Loving Tributes Pet Cremations
A CARING FAREWELL IN A PEACEFULL SETTING
* The only Pet Cremation Service that individually cremates each pet

* Qualified Grief support
* Come direct to us for caring, personal service and reasonable costs
* Open 7 days – by appointment
* Pick up service available

PH (03) 3392540
River Road R.D. 2, Christchurch
Further info at: www.lovingtributes.co.nz
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CLUB NOTICE BOARD
FUNDRAISING
Recent fundraising has consisted of Security work for Laings which involves
watching over a building on their truck unit overnight, there has been a team of
about five main volunteers to do this work and since November 2011 we have
done 194.75 hours and raised $3895.00 for the club. There will be more of this
work coming up from time to time and if you are able to help please let a
committee member know – Fundraising is not ONLY the responsibility of the
committee.
The Fundraising subcommittee is looking at organising a Quiz night please keep
this in mind and get first dibs on your smart friends and get your team sorted now.
We will email you with details once they are confirmed and you can also keep an
eye on the website for more information.
With the hard earned money that we have been making we are in the long overdue
process of updating some of our equipment. First on the list was a new agility
tunnel and after much sourcing we were able to purchase one from Agility stuff in
Taupo it is of good quality and has been imported from U.S.A and has N.Z
designed and made entrance and exit support systems, you can see photos further
on in the magazine with our dogs trialling it out.
GRANTS

We recently applied to the Christchurch City Council for a grant under the small
sports event fund and successfully received $1000.00 to go towards the April and
November shows.

We also applied to Pub Charity for the cost to cover the hiring of the RDA building
over the winter months for training – we were succeful in acquiring the full amount
of $805.00.
We are very grateful for this funding and it certainly makes things easier for the
club.
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RIBBON PARADE DOUBLE BANGER –
19TH August – Two shows in one -Judges: Gail O’Reefe
and Tony Gibson – starting time 9.00am
B.B.Q lunch available Entries $5.00 – Stakes $1.00
Come and practice your show skills, give your dogs some show practice and have a
fun day AND support your club – Ad further on in this Newsletter
WEBSITE
Keep an eye on our website – if anything is happening it will be on the website.
There is a page dedicated to the NATIONAL so all info will be available on there
The guys to contact regarding the website are
Mat Fisher:
Email
mathew.fisher83@gmail.com
Kane Finnie:
Email
kane.karena@gmail.com

GERMAN SHEPHERDS OUT ON DISPLAY
Once a month we will be breaking with tradition – instead of training at the
grounds we will be taking our dogs for some excersise and training in different
locations. First Sunday in each month – starting with September 2nd meet at North
Hagley park at the corner of Deans Ave and Riccarton Rds 10.30 am for a wander
around the park.
How AWESOME will a group of German Shepherds look …………
Keep a check on the website and you will see just how AWESOME they looked

BREED SURVEY
Breed Survey at McLean's Island, Christchurch, on 16 September. There is an all
breeds show on the same day and we are hoping there will be some interest in the
survey and what Council offers. Any further enquiries contact Viv McCambridge
03 6148357 or at nzsiegerin@ihug.co.nz or Tony Gibson 03 33445421 or at
gibsondec@xtra.co.nz

CLUB CAPTAIN – JAMES PULLEN
James is only too happy to chat to you and answer any queries you may have about
your dog or the club, feel free to track him down and you may call him on the
clubs cell phone 022 1406 142
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Double Ribbon parade
th
19 August 2012
Judges Gail O’Reefe then Tony Gibson
entries on the day $5 per dog
Start time 9am
Reporting time 8.30am

Stakes Classes $1
Best coat and condition
Head and expression
Champ stake
Most energetic eg waggiest tail
Best focus
Best child’s pet
Best puppy
Plus couple more on the day

BBQ lunch
Meat Raffle
Come along and support the club for a fun filled
day. Your dogs don’t have to be NZKC registered
neither does the owner of the dogs. Dogs can also
be neutered. You don’t have to have any show
experience at all.

"Thorns may hurt you, men desert you, sunlight turn to fog;
but you're never friendless ever, if you have a dog."
-Douglas Mallock
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The South Island German Shepherd League
Would like to thank

For their very generous sponsorship
We are looking at ways of developing the relationship with
our sponsor and we urge members to support them. You
can access the Eukanuba website by clicking on the
icon on the homepage of the South Island German
Shepherd website at www.sigsl.org.nz
EUKANUBA MASTERBREEDERS PROGRAMME
What is masterbreeders?
Become a member of a very exclusive club
As a breeder you expect more from you pet
> Better performance
> Smarter and more trainable
> Greater stamina
Plus you expect more from your pets food
> 100% Nutrition
> 0% Fillers
> Quality ingredients
> Scientifically-proven breakthroughs
> Innovative support
Masterbreeders offers you a membership into a club that shares your idealogy and
understands your passion.
As a MasterBreeders club member you will enjoy:
Quick and easy ordering of selected Eukanuba and Iams products.
Pay direct by credit card.
Pay an exclusive MasterBreeders price - less than retail.
Delivery directly to your door (Courier charge incl*).
FREE Puppy and Kitten kits.
FREE Puppy food for each litter.
FREE Kitten food for each litter.
Special Promotional offers.Updates about the latest in Canine and Feline
nutrition.Register online at www.masterbreeders.co.nz
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Lower Jaw Problems
(Re -Printed from German Shepherd Dog National Review – July 1982 No 14.)
Translated by Udo Giertolla from the SV Magazine
Numerous articles have been written and many discussions have taken place with
regard to the dentition faults within our breed. At one stage or another, nearly all
breeders have discussed the inherent problems of missing teeth and the consequent
problems that arise, this decreasing the working value of the breed. All judges,
whether Show or obedience, are so concerned with this problem that no responsible
judge/breeder/owner is prepared to accept any animal with missing teeth. By taking
this stand it is hoped that the future of the breed will be assured of improvement with
regard to dentition and the jaw.
When we talk about the jaw itself and specifically about the teeth, it is not with the
intent of giving the impression that both should be judged independently of each other.
The jaw and the teeth together build an inseparable unit and all faults within the jaw
eventually result in disturbances in the growth of the teeth.
The Breed Officials of the SV have been for decades taken great care that the jaw
does adhere to our breed standard. This is extremely important when one is dealing
with a working dog like the German Shepherd Dog. The main weapon of our breed
would have to be its mouth, which must be capable of fulfilling definite functions e.g.
when capturing a criminal the dog must certainly catch the offender, but he must also
be able to release his victim as soon as ordered.
At first this may appear an obvious statement, but there are many different breeds
who, can easily grab an offender but are unable, due to the rigid structure of the jaw,
to release their victim. Such a situation in a working dog is extremely undesirable as
it could be dangerous for both the offender and the dog. At the same time, we can not
accept a jaw which is too weak and does not allow the dog to have a secure grip on an
article, for sometimes the occasion can arrive where the dog is required to hold an
article for quite a lengthy period of time e.g. the SV Obedience Rules contain
commands that require a dog to hold an article tightly and then release on command.
A dog bites can only be effective if the lower jaw is sufficiently strong. The upper jaw
is a rigid bone and merely acts as a buffer for the lower jaw. The same applies to the
human jaw. It is our lower jaw and teeth that move and chew against a fixed upper
jaw. It would therefore be ridiculous to have a strong upper jaw and weak lower jaw.
The muscles necessary to chew cannot develop on a weak lower jaw. These muscles
require constant use to develop and form a correct jaw line.
An insufficient bite function will also weaken the jaw. Because of this the bite
functions should be fostered in both puppies and young dogs. This is easily achieved
by playing with young pups and encouraging them to bite firmly e.g. on a towel, old
shoe, jute sack etc. Likewise a juicy bone twice a week will also benefit a young
dog’s jaw. Modern toys made of rubber or plastic while fine for some toy breeds, do
not serve the purpose of developing a good enough jaw and bite required by a
working dog. To develop the necessary firm bite, the muzzle should possess sufficient
width at the
end. Occasionally, we see some dogs with a very pointed “snipey” muzzle. If we
carefully examine the teeth of these dogs, especially their incisors, we find the
majority have very crowded mouths, where it seems these teeth have to fight for space
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– an irregularity which often results in extra pressure and pain in the jaw.
Eventually we will find positional faults which could hinder the dog’s usefulness, as well
as discouraging the dog from using its mouth correctly.
Such a bite lacks firmness and these dogs do not perform very well at their combative
instincts test releasing the victim or protective clothing far too willingly.
Another fault with the pointy “snipey” head is that it destroys the distinctive shepherd
like expression of the breed. At one stage it was suggested to set a fixed measurement
for the lower jaw distance between both sets of canine teeth. If the measured distance
did not comply with the set standard, the dogs head would be judged as snipey and
therefore incorrect.
In theory this sounds fine, but in practice there are many difficulties to overcome e.g.
the actual size of the animal varies even between the same se as well as between dogs
and bitches. Therefore the distance between the canine teeth can be quite variable.
Likewise if we were to experiment by feeding our dog’s completely alien food, we
could develop an animal where the chew muscles were ill-devloped. Consequently the
lower jaw would be quite weak, with the roots of the teeth weakened and the entire
jaw structure not providing the necessary anchorage.
Eventually the teeth would become smaller and the once normally tight lips would
develop into loose, ill-fitting lips which also would contribute to the lack of correct
expression in our breed. Often an animal with loose lips, does in fact have a weak
lower jaw. This problem can occur rather quickly between generations, however one
must be aware of the normal lips which can be compared with a fold. This fold must
be present in order to give the dog the opportunity to fully open its mouth for any
purpose e.g. yawning, biting.
In conclusion, it is very necessary that every serious shepherd breeder and owner be
aware continually of the lower jaw and its associated problems, for the benefit of the
breed. Also remember that some lower jaw problems if detected early enough in
young dogs, can be corrected with the appropriate treatment
Normal Underjaw
Weak Underjaw
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PUPPY PRESCHOOL

The club recently started running a puppy preschool with a structured puppy
course the cost was $40.00 for a six week course which is great value for money
compared to the price you would pay at a vet type puppy preschool.
Of course everyone thinks they have the most obedient puppy and there is some
friendly fun rivalry between the group but the graduation day test will tell the truth.
It is our aim to change the general public’s view of the German Shepherd dog to
one that is not to be feared – the only way to do this is to have well trained and
obedient dogs, starting at puppy age. We will continue to run these puppy courses
as demand dictates, please recommend the course to anyone who may purchase a
German Shepherd puppy.
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Stephanie Bullock
Qualified Saddler and Society of Master Saddler’s Registered Saddle Fitter
Bespoke collars and leads handmade from the best quality
Bridle Leather to your requirements.

Please call or email on the following

psfarm@xtra.co.nz
Or

Ph 03 3474410
021 187 1330

Plus much much more can be found at Pets Pit Stop 171C Wordsworth Street
Sydenham.

Please support the sponsors of our website PETS PIT STOP
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A NOTE FROM FERGUS
Hello People,
Well it’s been a wee while since I’ve written to you all and gosh do I have lots to tell
you. Let me start with the April show – the boss and my new handler and some old
fella that bosses me around a fair bit had been working with me a lot and trying to get
me to pay attention to them sometimes I listened, sometimes not so much. So the day
of the show came and I went into the ring with my lady handler she is such a lovely
lass and she did do a good job of handling me under the circumstances – the
circumstances were that I’m a stubborn wee beep beep…..(well that’s what I heard
them say when they thought I wasn’t paying attention – which to be fair is often) so
that day I was placed last – I’m kind of getting used to being at the back of the pack so
– ya know – whatever!!!..... anyway the next day there was a change in my handler
and the old fella took me in the ring, well I did behave so much better coz he has a
growly voice and I pay a bit more attention to that than I do to the sweet ladies voice,
well I did so much better that I surprised quite a few people and I didn’t end up in last
place, I was still down the back but not last last. To every ones amazement though I
was awarded an excellent grading, but then they took that away as it was pointed out
that I’m too young to receive an excellent grade so then they said I could have a very
good grade, but then that got changed again to a very good select grade as that is the
equivalent to an excellent for my age group and the dog that was behind me got an
excellent so I HAD to have the equivalent or better than him – makes perfect sense
even though some people got there knickers in a twist about it all and the boss had to
have a wee chat with the show manager – end result I got my very first medal. Ok so I proved that I have some potential and so then started the real intensive training.
They tried lots of different ways to train me and the boss found that I didn’t like a
water bottle squirted at me and so she started carrying one at training and I got a
squirt in the face when I started having ‘issues’ with other dogs, also the growly ole
fella would come over and give me a big telling off and I just shrink down and hang
my head in shame.
The June triple show arrived, the judge came from South Africa and even though I
did play up a wee bit I WOWED the heck out of everyone and I was placed third –
and yes there were more than three dogs in the class actually there were seven. My
growly handler got told by the judge that he intimidates me in the ring…..ha ha ha …if
only he knew what I used to be like in the ring and why the growly handler has to be
like that with me…..After the show the judge came and had a look at me and thought I
was a pretty awesome fella, the boss told him I was difficult to handle and he said not
to worry about it and that I will improve in time and that he would love to handle a
dog like me, so my lady handler said “great, what are you doing tomorrow” He very
politely declined and said sorry he was busy. The next two days I was ok and getting
better and better with my behaviour in the ring, but those Aussie Judges didn’t think I
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was spectacular enough to warrant an up the front placing and I got fourth and fifth –
Bloody Aussies!!! ……So that’s that for shows for a wee while, boss is contemplating
taking me to Invercargill in September or if not then then it will be November before
the next one, man I’m going to be super awesome by then just you wait and see.
Til next time people, be kind to yourselves and to dogs – Fergus

ANNUAL AWARDS
PUPPY OF THE YEAR JUNIOR OF THE YEAR INTERMEDIATE OF THE YEAR N.Z BRED OF THE YEAR OPEN OF THE YEAR DOG OF THE YEAR BITCH OF THE YEAR GOUGH TROPHY – BREEDERS AWARD JUBILEE TROPHY 25TH (BREED) -

SPECIALIST AWARDS
AKTAHUND KEEP TAKIN ALL – HILL
ZETLAND MAD MAX – WILKINSON/PERHAM
ZANRAC ELECTRIC RODEO –MAYHEW/HILL/EVANS
CH: REICHUND YOU GO GIRL – AMLEHN
CH: BRADWINS LORD JESTER – WILKINSON/PERHAM
CH: BRADWINS LORD JESTER – WILKINSON/PERHAM
HUNDMEISTER A LL A BOUT ME – EVANS
BRADWINS KENNELS
BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE – WILKINSON/PERHAM

ALL BREED AWARDS
PUPPY OF THE YEAR – VERNRIS T ROPHY CH: RAHKANTRA HIGH AND MIGHTY – ORCHARD
JUNIOR OF THE YEAR – HEATHCOTE TROPHY –
CH: RAHKANTRA HIGH AND MIGHTY – ORCHARD
INTERMEDIATE OF THE YEAR – GENLOMACK TROPHY –
CH: RAHKANTRA ENCHANTMENT – ORCHARD
N.Z BRED OF THE YEAR – KIRSTY MEMORIAL TROPHY – OAKWAY ON F ORM – FIELD
OPEN OF THE YEAR – CHEW TROPHY OAKWAY KIWI MAGIC – F IELD
VETEREN OF THE YEAR – LAUFERTAL T ROPHY OAKWAY ULTIMATE F ORCE – FIELD
DOG OF THE YEAR – ZAUBERHAUS TROPHY CH: RAHKANTRA HIGH AND MIGHTY – ORCHARD
BITCH OF THE YEAR – EICHENMACHT T ROPHY CH: RAHKANTRA ENCHANTMENT – ORCHARD
GL BOWRON (SOUTHLAND TROPHY ) – FOR THE DOG GAINING THE MOST POINTS AT OPEN SPECIALIST AND
ALL BREEDS SHOWS – CH BRADWINS L ORD JESTER – W ILKINSON /PERHAM
G L BOWRON (WOOLSTON TROPHY ) – FOR THE BITCH GAINING THE MOST POINTS AT OPEN SPECIALIST AND
ALL BREEDS SHOWS – A KTAHUND KEEP T AKIN A LL – HILL
LEILA GREIG MEMORIAL SASH – DOGS AND BITCHES GAINING SHOW CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE –
CH: RAHKANTRA ENCHANTMENT
CH: RAHKANTRA HIGH AND MIGHTY
OBEDIENCE DOG/BITCH OF THE YEAR – KASIN OBEDIENCE AWARD – BRADWINS RAGS TO RICHES – WILSON
CARTER T ROPHY – FOR THE HANDLER WHO HAS MADE THE MOST PROGRESS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR –
JAMES PULLEN
ALBARA KENNELS TROPHY FOR THE CLUB MEMBER FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO SIGSL – JANE DALZELL
LUSTIG KENNELS – MOST IMPROVED SHOW HANDLER
TAYLOR SPARKS
TRAINING COMMITTEE TROPHY – FOR THE HANDLER WHO HAS PERSERVERD ON A REGULAR BASIS WITH A
DIFFICULT DOG –
JANE DALZELL – FERGUS
JUNIOR HANDLER LEANNE WALSH
CHILD HANDLER TAYLOR SPARKS
AGILITY DOG/BITCH OF THE YEAR BRADWINS RAGS TO RICHES – WILSON
AGILITY TROPHY N O1 BRADWINS RAGS TO RICHES – WILSON
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BREEDING
If you are contemplating dog breeding, there are certain questions that you will need to ask
yourself before proceeding:
Have I the time to devote to a litter until the puppies are old enough to go to their new homes,
which is usually around eight weeks?
Am I knowledgeable enough to advise new owners about the various aspects of caring for their
puppies, including rearing, diet, training and health problems? Can I afford to pay for the
recommended health tests for the bitch prior to mating her and, where necessary, her litter?
Do I know enough to help the bitch during the whelping, if necessary?
Can I afford to pay for a caesarean should the dam have difficulty whelping the litter?
Could I cope with a very large litter of, say, 10 or 12 puppies?
Do I have sufficient knowledge to rear the litter correctly, including on worming, vaccinations
and socialisation?
Would I be able to find good homes for the puppies?
Am I in a position to take back or re-home any puppies if it becomes necessary?
RESPONSIBLE BREEDING MEANS…….
 Responsible breeding means NOT breeding for profit i.e Puppy Farming. Breeding is a
hobby not a business.
 Know the typical genetic diseases for your breed. Test for them, and do not breed a dog
that may pass on serious genetic disease.
 Get an education in basic genetics to help you understand why two dogs that are perfectly
healthy can produce puppies that will suffer serious genetic disease.
 An outside eye will help both you and your puppy buyers know that your opinions are
more than just wishful thinking.
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HEATHCOTE KENNELS
PRESENTS

BLACKCREST FROM AFAR
(FARLEY)
BSCL1
Available for stud
(Stud fee $800.00)
Multi Excellent and Gold Medal Winner
Multi In Show Winner
Winner Of Junior Class New Zealand German Shepherd National 2010

Sire: Eros Vom Frankengold (Imp Germany)
Dam: Ch Vonpeta Detoor Imp Aust. ‘A’’Z.
Winner of multiple awards
Specialist Show Results
2x = Minor Puppy In Show
3x = Junior In Show
1x = Junior Dog Winner 8th N.Z GSD Nationals
l Winner (Junior dog)
1x = Intermediate In Show
1x = N.Z Bred In Show
1x = Puppy Dog Winner
2x = Minor Puppy Dog Winner
5x = Junior Dog Winner
1x = N.Z Bred Winner
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BREEDERS DIRECTORY

BRADWINS KENNELS
Mary & Melissa Bradley

40 Dunns Road, Otatara, RD9, Invercargill
Phone: 03 213 1252
E-Mail:bradwins@xtra.co.nz

Liz Wilkinson

PO Box 20-180, Bishopdale, Christchurch
Phone: 03 323 8943
E-Mail: liz_wayne@xtra.co.nz

GAVAROL KENNELS
Gavin & Carol Black

23 Innes Road, RD 7, Ashburton
Phone: 03 302 3934
E-Mail: gavrol@xtra.co.nz

HEATHCOTE KENNELS
Tony & Annette Gibson

448 Marsh’s Road, Christchurch
Phone/Fax: 03 3445421
Mobile: 027 4345739
E-Mail: gibsondec@xtra.co.nz

HUNDMEISTER KENNELS
Joan & Darren Evans

52 Topito Road, Tuahiwi, RD 1, Kaiapoi
Phone: 03 313 7347

OLDFIELDS GERMAN SHEPHERDS
John & Tracey Walsh

1 John Street, Hinds,
R D 3, Ashburton
Phone: 03 303 7399
E-mail: quena@xtra.co.nz
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REICHUND KENNELS
Lisa & Lori Amlehn

Bruce & Judy Mayhew

Homebush Road, RD Coalgate 8171, Canterbury
Phone: 03 3182900
E-Mail: reichund@slingshot.co.nz

STATTLICH KENNELS
129 Turners Road, Oruhia,
Christchurch
E-Mail: mayhews@xtra.co.nz

Phone: 03 323 9717

WESTFIELD KENNELS
Jon Field

Hoskyns Road, , West Melton, RD 5, Christchurch
Phone: 03 347 8166
E-Mail: je-field@xtra.co.nz

WOMBARRA KENNELS
Barry & Jan Grives

2920 Tram Road, RD 5, Rangiora 7475
Phone: 021 241 8101 or 027 625 0176
or 03 312 5015
E-Mail:barryandjan@xtra.co.nz

STUD DOG LISTING
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER BSCL1 ‘A’ ‘Z’
Multi Excellent, Multi Gold Medal Winner, Multi Best In Show
Specialist Breed Champion
Hips 2/2, Elbows 0/0
Sire: Ingo v Frankengold (Imp Germany)
Dam: Ch Iccara Panache BSCL1 (Imp Aust)
Enquiries to: Liz Wilkinson and Wayne Perham
PO Box 20-180, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8030
Phone:
03 323 8943 or 03 688 9256 or 027 427 8644
E-Mail:
liz_wayne@xtra.co.nz or wayne_liz@xtra.co.nz
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Ch OAKWAY ULTIMATE FORCE BSCL1 ‘A’ ‘Z’
Multi Excellent, Multi Gold Medal Winner, Multi Best In Show
Sire: Oakway Kiwi Made
Dam: Graf Edelmann Key West
Enquiries to: Jon Field, WESTFIELD KENNEL
Phone: 03 347 8166
E-mail: j.e.field@xtra.co.nz

OAKWAY KIWI MAGIC NZKC CHAMPION A- 2 STAMP
Multi Excellent, Multi In Show Winner, 2008 Silver Medal Winner (N.Z National)
Sire: Masterton Phar Lapp (Imp Aust)
Dam: Oakway Sugar ‘n’ Spice
Enquiries to Jon Field, WESTFIELD KENNEL
Phone: 03 347 8166
E-mail: je.field@xtra.co.nz

OAKWAY REAL DEAL ‘A’ ‘Z’
Multi Excellent
Sire: Ravdansens Orvar (Imp Sweden)
Dam: Oakway Dancing Queen
Enquiries to: Lisa and Lori Amlehn
Phone: 03 318 2900
E-mail: reichund@slingshot.co.nz
FERGUS’S BALANCING ACT

He doesn’t come over the fence, he just balances on top of it until he is caught and
growled at.
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